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Vehicles Available. Not valid on prior purchases. FordPass Rewards membership required.
Points are not redeemable for cash. Exclusions apply. Taxes extra. See participating U. Limit
one offer per customer. Hybrid battery test excluded. Since , F and Super Duty have been the
best-selling trucks for some very real and hardcore reasons: Rock-solid Durability.
Up-to-the-nanosecond technology. And jaw-dropping capability. Leading the way for 44 straight
years is grueling, intense and tough. Just the way F-Series likes it. Reputation Reviews. At Vic
Bailey Ford we value honesty and fairness and pride ourselves on no-hassle pricing. Buying a
new or pre-owned vehicle is a major decision, and we believe in making that decision as smooth
and pressure-free as possible. We believe each customer has unique financing needs, which is
why customer financing is another area in which we're willing to go above and beyond. We work
closely with lenders to find the best payment structure for your budget, and we can even
develop a lease program to meet your needs. If you want a head start on the credit approval
process, simply complete our secure online credit application or work truck credit application
for commercial needs. Vic Bailey Ford carries a wide selection of new and certified pre-owned
Ford cars, trucks, vans, and SUVs, along with a range of pre-owned vehicles from a variety of
manufacturers. If you don't see what you want in our inventory, use our online CarFinder tool to
locate your ideal vehicle. We'll handle transporting it here to our dealership at East Daniel
Morgan Ave. Folks in Spartanburg and the greater Greenville, South Carolina, area are
hard-working people, and sometimes they need a vehicle that works just as hard as they do. We
offer a full lineup of Ford commercial-duty vehicles, including the popular F and F Super Duty.
We can handle commercial fleet needs as well. If the past five decades have taught us anything,
it's that customers deserve the best long after they have purchased their vehicle. Vic Bailey
Ford proudly staffs several senior master technicians on our service team, and our entire
service department is both ASE and Ford Certified. Our Quick Lane tire and auto center offers
fast, reliable service, and our diesel truck shop handles heavy-duty equipment. We're proud of
our automotive industry heritage and proud members of the Spartanburg community. We
support a dozen local non-profits, schools, colleges, and universities, but what we're most
proud of is the satisfaction our customers receive from us. To fully experience the Vic Bailey
way, browse our website or visit our dealership. Although every reasonable effort has been
made to ensure the accuracy of the information contained on this site, absolute accuracy
cannot be guaranteed. This site, and all information and materials appearing on it, are presented
to the user "as is" without warranty of any kind, either express or implied. All vehicles are
subject to prior sale. Price does not include applicable tax, title, and license charges. Price does
not include applicable tax, title, and license fees. Inventory Search Vehicles Available. New
Used Certified. New Used. Used Inventory. View Specials. Connect With Us. Search New
Inventory. Search Used Inventory. Ford Lineup. F-Series The best-selling trucks in America
Since , F and Super Duty have been the best-selling trucks for some very real and hardcore
reasons: Rock-solid Durability. View F-Series Inventory. Sales Service Quick Lane Parts. Vic
Bailey Ford of Spartanburg. A Ford For Everyone Vic Bailey Ford carries a wide selection of new
and certified pre-owned Ford cars, trucks, vans, and SUVs, along with a range of pre-owned
vehicles from a variety of manufacturers. Certified Service If the past five decades have taught
us anything, it's that customers deserve the best long after they have purchased their vehicle.
For more than years now, Ford Motor Company has been selling mass-produced automobiles in
the United States and around the globe. Known as one of the Big Three American
manufacturers, Ford has attracted millions of loyal customers with a wide range of vehicles that
offer considerable value. The automaker's trucks and SUVs have been especially popular. For
decades, Ford's F-Series truck has been the best-selling vehicle in America. The company was
founded by Henry Ford in Ford dreamed of building a car for the masses, and that's precisely
what he did, most notably with the immortal Model T of ' The latter was bought by Ford's early
years were also distinguished by its introduction of the moving assembly line. It was the first to
utilize this more cost-effective method of production, and its innovation became a mainstay of
the manufacturing process. Ford expanded into the luxury-car market with its purchase of
Lincoln Motor Company in Over the next few years, the company broadened its focus even
further by creating the Mercury division to produce mid-priced cars. By the late '30s, Ford had
unveiled the stylish Lincoln Zephyr, introduced a low-priced V8 engine and built more than 25
million vehicles. The s saw the introduction of the legendary Thunderbird. Offering sleek styling
and spirited performance wedded to available luxury features like power windows and a
signal-seeking radio, the car was a huge hit. Another model of that decade, the Edsel, met with a
somewhat less enthusiastic reception. In the wake of abysmal sales, the Edsel was
discontinued just a few months into its third model year. Ford regained its footing in the early s
with the introduction of the compact Falcon, a model that was warmly received by the public. By
the middle of the decade the automaker had given enthusiasts something to cheer about with

the launch of the sporty Mustang, a car that went on to become one of the biggest sellers of its
day. Buyers adored the Mustang's low price, available powerful V8 engines and sporty styling.
The Mustang even created a brand-new vehicle category: the pony car. By the s, Ford, like other
domestic automakers, was starting to suffer the effects of changing consumer tastes and new
government regulations. Many of its cars became shadows of their former selves. But the seeds
of rebirth were planted in this decade. In , the company acquired a stake in Mazda; this move
would later aid Ford significantly in co-development projects. The company also emerged with a
new mindset of global competitiveness. By the mid-to-late '80s, Ford was showing new strength
with its popular Escort and Taurus models while further expanding its empire with the purchase
of the Aston Martin and Jaguar brands. Meanwhile, its full-size LTD sedan later renamed the
Crown Victoria remained a staple of taxi companies and police forces throughout America. Ford
rode a wave of popularity in the s, thanks in part to the huge success of its Explorer midsize
SUV. The truck played a huge role in ushering in the era of the SUV. In , Ford expanded its
family yet again with the purchase of Volvo's car division, and, in , it acquired Land Rover. For
awhile, there was talk of Ford even taking General Motors' spot as the No. But the new
millennium initially saw a downturn for Ford. Increased competition, a continuing operating loss
for Jaguar, legacy costs and a reliance on SUVs for profit took their toll. To compensate, the
company sold Aston Martin, Jaguar, Land Rover and Volvo and introduced a wave of successful
new products. Models like the F, Fusion, Fiesta, Focus, Flex and Mustang have allowed Ford to
regain its health and standing as a very competitive manufacturer. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Home Ford models. Read more. Sign Up. A majority of all used US
imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying
Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to
help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market
leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one
of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are
ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained
eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to
buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service
history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the
service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records.
Make a VIN Search. Lenz Truck Center is known throughout Wisconsin as having the most used
trucks and the highest quality used trucks money can buy. At Lenz, large used pick-up trucks
are what we do best Not to forget the fact Lenz has the largest selection of SUVs in the state.
For the adventure seekers we also have an entire lot of Lifted Trucks and an entire row of Jeep
Unlimited Wranglers. With over vehicles at our two dealerships we seem to always have a few
cars built for speed so don't forget to check out the Ford Mustang, Chevrolet Corvette, and
Chevrolet Camaro along with all the other cars we have in stock. At Lenz Truck we do not just
have a few trucks that will meet your needs, but rather an endless supply of different options to
assure you get the right vehicle for the price you want to pay. With so many of our trucks being
only years old it is easy to save money at Lenz when comparing our trucks to the price of a new
truck. All of our customers take advantage of the depreciation that a new truck takes after being
sold brand new. If you can't see the difference then why pay the difference? If you are a bit
further feel free to make an appointment and take the trip from Waukesha, Milwaukee, Madison,
Green Bay, Wausau, Chicago or anywhere in between. If you live out of state like Minnesota,
Illinois, Michigan, Iowa, or even further, we have no problem delivering your truck right to your
home using our in-house shipping department. Lots of our customers even come and spend the
night in one of the many hotels in Fond du Lac, WI that are very close to our dealership. Browse
Owning a Lenz Certified Truck is certainly worth the trip! Rest assured, Lenz Truck is a volume

dealer. We buy in bulk so our cost per truck is lower and thus that saves each customer money
when buying their next truck. All Lenz Trucks are hand-selected and go through a rigorous
point inspection, giving you piece of mind that your Lenz Certified Truck is truly the best truck
now and for years to come. Combine those great deals with having the highest quality used
trucks money can buy and it is easy to see why Lenz Truck is 1 in the State of Wisconsin year
after year in Truck Sales selling on average over trucks per month. We appreciate being number
one and we're thankful to all of our customers for making Lenz Truck Center Wisconsin's
number one used pick-up truck dealer. Stop by and find yours today. Browse through We want
to help you find the perfect car that fits your budget. Please adjust the options below so we can
estimate the most accurate monthly payments. Home Used Trucks. Advanced Search. Used
Inventory. Lenz Truck - Both Dealerships. Hours Today's Hours. New Used. Full Inventory. Low
Rate Financing. Guaranteed Credit Approval. Schedule Service. Went to Lenz Truck on
Saturday, Mike helped us a lot, explained everything in detail, answered all Mike went above and
beyond the car salesman. More Hide. View All. I went this past Saturday to check out a truck. I
worked with Mike Buhler. I never felt pressured It was a great truck buying experience. Dave
Reilly in the finance dept. They both really went out of their way to help me. Good experience
buying used Ford F, thanks to Dylan Schneider. Found online, emailed on Sunday Although not
open Sundays, Dylan replied and had truck ready for us when we arrived. We liked, purchased
that night, deal was simple, transparent on pricing, and relatively "quick" process. Good
experience and would recommend this dealer and sales rep. Excellent experience working with
Justin Werdin on the purchase of my midnight edition. He was The no pressure buy made it an
enjoyable experience! I highly recommend him and this dealership! I am a first time But
Charlotte was very kind right from the start. She got back to me right away and when I came in
to see the truck she was very nice and helpful. Both Charlotte and Dave made the whole
process very smooth. Thank you to Lenz truck but Charlotte and Dave especially! I will
recommend them to everyone! We contacted Lenz about two used vehicles and were lucky
enough to work directly with one of the We had a couple issues however they were resolved
fairly easily. We would definitely recommend Lenz to family and friends and will work with them
again for our car buying needs. I found a f crew on the website. Paul parent was in contact with
me about the truck. Paul was great to work with and had the truck inside for me to look it over. I
live almost 4 hours away. I would give the 5 Star. But was not really impressed with Dave in
finance. Sometimes it's how it's presented to you that counts. Spoke with Skip on the phone
prior to driving an hour and a half to the dealership. He answered my It was the perfect truck,
exactly what I was looking for. The purchasing and financing process went smooth and easy.
After purchase communication and follow up has been quick and effective. I would purchase
from them again and recommend to others. I had a amazing experience with lenz truck in
fondulac. The sales staff worked very hard to get me Brad Lenz seen me looking at trucks as he
was leaving and closed already for 30 min past his He realized I drove 2 hours to get there after
we talked. He offered me keys to a truck I was interested in for a test drive. I took it for a test
drive and I left with a new truck and traded in my vehicle. Excellent customer service! Last year
we bought a low mileage used Camry through Lenz Auto. Skip Parent was our salesperson Skip
was easy to work with. We live in Green Bay, so it was a bit of a drive, but, worth it. The Internet
price was no haggle and a great price on the car. We knew what we were buying and the car has
been great. Lenz had the car cleaned up nicely when we picked it up. We enjoyed the seamless
experience with Lenz and Skip. We would definitely shop with them again. Mike was fantastic in
helping me find and purchase my Ram Outdoorsman. He was straightforward He got me the
best deal I could ask for and made the process easy without the pressure expected from most
auto salesman. He was personable and easy to talk to even in non vehicle related subjects
which makes it a more comfortable environment. I would recommend him to anyone interested
and looking at a vehicle through Lenz! I was able to select the truck I wanted, he provided fair
trade in value of my current truck and we negotiated the entire a via text. I drove from an hour
away and was leaving with my new truck 20 minutes after arriving! Simply amazing. Thank you,
Corey - I will be back! I had been searching for a truck for a little while and had been to several
places in IL. I had I found Lenz online and decided to visit. They were very helpful and
courteous the entire time. They only showed me trucks I actually wanted and were also helpful
in getting one at the monthly payment I wanted. Never had such a quick and easy experience
buying a vehicle before. I'm pleased with the truck that I purchased, and the sale process was
easy and not at all pushy. Haven't bought from Lenz Truck But they have definitely earned my
next purchase. I havent He was direct, to the point, and didnt beat around the bush once. No
number games! No, "Sorry Been shopping for a particular truck from New Mexico to Wisconsin
to Virginia, and I get the the same run arounds. I will just wait for Lenz. They know the business
and are more invested in customer service than a sell. Thank you Mr. Buhler, I look forward to

your phone call! Bought my truck 1 yr 8 months ago. Not only did I get a great price I found that
they truly stand This is the most honest, helpful, loyal the list goes on and on business I work
with. The service department is professional, honest and fair! I live in milwaukee and have
numerous places to go to closer to me and do not blink an eye to make the 60 mile trip for
exceptional service. If you are looking for the complete package from purchase to maintenance
this is the only place I would ever recommend. Cant say enough good things! I bought my last
truck from here. The trucks are priced to what Devon was a great salesman, I couldn't tell you
who I dealt with 10 years ago but both times I had the same experience. I was able to test drive
the truck alone, was left alone to inspect the vehicle the way I wanted to but the salesman was
there when I had a question. I returned to Lenz for a reason and wasn't disappointed. This is the
first dealership that has treated me like a person and not a number. I worked with Corey I
explained to him that my wife passed away 3 weeks ago and I needed to trade in 2 vehicles. I
told him what I was interested in and he went to work to meet and satisfy me with a great
choice. His compassionate actions were over and above, helping me deal with this very difficult
situation. I am a customer for life. Thank you Corey for your compassion and professional
actions. Steve Dorn. The buying process was very simple and easy and Justin Werdin helped
me not only to find the perfect Highly recommended. Just purchased my second truck from
Lenz in eight years. Prices are right in line with what you are The whole process took less than
an hour. I found what I liked online, emailed sales person about a test drive, Skip had it up front
with keys waiting in it for us. While we drove around they went over my trade which is the first
truck i purchased from here. The sales staff are phenomenal here. No pressure at all. The Ford
dealer wouldn't stop calling or texting me. Skip and Brandon wore a mask when dealing with us
which I had requested. We also did the paper signing outside per my request and they happily
did so, after all it was 70 out. Lenz once again exceeded my expectations. I would highly
recommend this dealer. Lenz Truck in Fond du Lac is a class A organization. They have
outstanding sales people to work with I recently purchased an 07 Toyota Camry from Justin at
Lenz. I was pleasantly surprised to find this Justin was attentive and accommodating, and
resolved a couple of small issues during the sales process. He even came in on his day off to
work around my schedule, which was much appreciated. He also sent a follow up email to
check in and make sure everything was alright with the car I purchased. Thanks Justin!
Baldemar recently handled an issue with my rear defrost not working. He got it fixed up within a
The whole transaction was easy and painless, and done in a timely manner. Thanks for getting
me taken care of! This is the second vehicle I have purchased from Lenz. Justin was my
salesman in this instance and He had everything basically ready to go upon my arrival. Dave in
finance does a great job and is a pleasure to work with. To this point I have no complaints with
them. My previous truck ran flawlessly and am expecting the same in the new Jeep. My only
suggestion would be a better job of detailing a vehicle before sale. She answered most all of my
calls and the very few she wasn't available that I left a voicemail for she called back promptly.
Answered all my question honestly. Also I live out of state. On a side note Dave in finance was
great to deal with as well. Will shop at Lenz Truck with Charlotte in the near future. From the
moment you are greeted by the smiling faces at the reception counter, to the moment you There
was zero pressure, tons of patience, eagerness to help, and a small town standard of doing
things the right way. This was my 4th vehicle purchase this year and it was by far the best
experience. I will absolutely give first crack with Lenz in all future dealings. Justin Werdin was a
big part of that experience; he is responsive, thorough, and represents everything Lenz does
well. We brought our second truck from Lens Truck. Best experience ever. Due to scheduling
we needed to Paul was always willing to work with us. Even after the sale was closed Paul
helped us with additional questions even pulling our park sticker off the old truck and mailing it
to us! Thank you Paul! Once I settled on a price with them they made it quick and easy to get in
and out of there with the new truck. Excellent Service and Sales. Worked with Justin in
purchasing my truck, then with the service Regardless, they did good, and will do business with
them in the future. I just bought a Ford F from Lenz auto. They had exactly what I wanted at a
fair price. The other Everything was prepared well. I wouldn't hesitate to do business with them
again. We bought a Ford F Dually! Hard to find quality truck like this. Paul was very
understanding of Brandon was also very informative and made the process easy on us. Thank
You Lenz!! I would like to express my great pleasure in doing business with Lenz at Fond du
Lac on the purchase My family and myself were very pleased with the excellent customer
service provided as well as the test drive offered!! Great place to get any kind of truck! This is
the 2nd car I've purchased from Lenz. No games or beating around the bush. Up front and And
always a quick easy experience. Will be back again I'm sure. Charlotte was great to work with
and easy to talk to! If I ever need another vehicle I will Thank you for everything. Great honest
people. The whole process with Lenz was excellent and there was no messing around at buying

time. They had Numbers were discussed and those were met with out any back and forth. My
experience was simple, straightforward and pleasant. I traveled from MN to purchase my vehicle
The salesmen I interacted with were all friendly and helpful, and would purchase from here
again. Dave got us awesome financing and wrapped up our deal expeditiously! In my opinion he
is a consumate Buy your vehicle here We loved the attention that Justin, the Sales Manager
paid to us while shopping for a new Jeep Willy's there! He is a great sales rep. Dave the Finance
Manager was just as great as he quickly found us excellent financing! These two prosfesionals
are very amiable and will work their tail off to get you a great deal! Awesome experience!! I
purchased a used Chevy dually from Lenz in This year was time to replace it. I just They have
the best selection of used trucks. This time I did a completely online buying experience and had
the truck delivered to my house. It was easy and quick. Dylan was great. Thanks again Lenz! We
went to lenz and had a very pleasant experience. There was no hassle and mike made
everything so There is no pressure and we were able to take our time on a test drive and looking
around and deciding what we wanted to do. Mike was there for any questions we had and made
our experience one we will never forget and will definately be going back there when we r ready
for our next vehicle. Also Dave in the financial department was a very big help also got us a
great monthly payment and helped us along also with any questions we had. I recently traded
pickups at Lenz Auto. I searched online for a used Ram truck and was having a hard I talked
with Paul Parent salesman and we went over the details about the truck. After I described my
truck and sent a few photos we agreed on a fair price and I planned a road trip to Fond du lac,
Wisconsin. We had a hard time getting to the dealership, due to construction, Paul offered to
come show us how to gain access to the dealership. The truck was ready to go and we liked the
looks of it so we went in and finished up the paperwork. The whole process was very easy and
handled professionally. Great place to buy a truck. Ask to talk with Paul Parent and you won't
be sorry. OMG, what an experience. Skip was a pleasure to work with. Never enjoyed
purchasing a vehicle ever Test drove, came back the next day, signed papers. In and out with
new car in 45 min. Thanks Lens. A couple of phone calls the day before and he Received a more
than fair trade-in price for my vehicle and we had a deal. No Games! Whole process done and
out the door in less than an hour! Totally worth the mile round trip from Kenosha for an
experience like this. Highly recommend Lenz if you are in the market for a low mileage used
truck. I visited 7 dealers looking for a used extended cab pickup with an 8' box. Each sales
person spent A couple suggested new but still could not find what I was looking for. One
person suggested I look at Lenz Truck Center. When I got home I went online and searched the
Lenz inventory and found exactly what I wanted. I knew they were closed so I sent an email
indicating my interest in the truck. I received an immediate reply back from Devon saying they
still had the truck. He provided his cell number and said call anytime. I called the next morning
and by the end of the conversation I was on my way to Fond du Lac 2 hr drive. Devon was
waiting for me when I pulled in the parking lot. He had the truck right at the front door all
washed and ready for inspection and a test drive. Once Devon answered a couple of questions
he left me alone. No pressure, no "I have to go with you on the test drive" just "I'll be inside if
you need anything". I loved the truck! The asking price was extremely reasonable so no need to
negotiate a deal. Lenz arranged financing at an attractive rate and within 30 minutes I was out
the door with my new truck including plates. One of my more enjoyable vehicle shopping
experiences. The vehicle was upfront ready for me to test I was allowed to take it to my
mechanic for further inspection. My mechanic recommended a couple of necessary
adjustments. Justin adjusted the price accordingly and when I returned the paperwork was all
ready to go. A couple of minutes completing signatures and I was back on the road with a great
vehicle and a fantastic price. I couldn't be more pleased. I wish all car dealerships worked under
the same We never felt pressured, we were able to test drive the car by ourselves, and our
salesperson made us feel at ease and comfortable with the decision. Thanks again. Repeat
customer for sure. Michael Hollender. Everyone was very friendly and helpful, no hassles on
anything. Even took care of registration I have never had such an easy experience when
purchasing a vehicle. From our first contact with your dealership to our driving out in our new
truck, our experience was Everyone was so pleasant and helpful, very professional. Being able
to get and put our new plates on the truck right there at the dealership was an added bonus -no
standing in line at the DMV. We are recommending you to everyone we can! Lenz Truck Center
was impressive. The selection is tremendous and the service and product knowledge I would
not hesitate to recommend them in the future. Seamless process. No pressure. Great to work
with. Corey did a fantastic job. He stayed late to make Highly recommend buying here. Charlotte
our salesperson was very professional and helpful. She made the buying experience fun. Lenz
knows how to make car shopping easy! We were very impressed with their customer service
from They responded to our online inquiry with minutes, they had the vehicle inside and ready

to go when we arrived for our test drive, they stayed past their normal business hours to
accommodate our long commute and and answer all our questions, and we were in and out with
our new Suburban in less than 30 minutes. Thank you Charlotte and everyone at Lenz for such a
great experience and for the exact vehicle we had been looking for!!! I purchased my truck from
Dylan and had the best vehicle purchase I ever had. This was the easiest and most efficient
vehicle purchase I've ever made. I had outlined the specific Fast, helpful, and friendly and I'll
definitely recommend to others and be back myself. I had been looking for a very specific FSD
for a couple of months. I started my search locally After searching the internet, I narrowed down
the eligible vehicles to just three. I contacted the first 2. They were overpriced and unwilling to
negotiate at all. Plus, there were many additional fees added on. Hoping the truck at Lenz was
still available, I reached out. Corey contacted me first thing in the morning. We exchanged
multiple emails and a few calls so I could get all the necessary info for my bank and insurance
company. The price was excellent! And only 2 nominal dealer fees! Corey was so professional,
and truly personable also. This was my first experience buying a vehicle from 1, miles away! I
flew out to Wisconsin, they arranged to pick me up at the hotel, and arrived at Lenz. Corey had
me take the truck for a test drive. He took the time to go through all the many features. Did I
mention he came in on his day off for me? The purchasing process was so pleasant, and
efficient. I would highly recommend Lenz Truck to anyone looking for a high quality vehicle at a
great price! Love my new truck! Thanks Corey! I was in the market looking to buy a used truck
and did an extensive search in the internet and came This was my first time searching for a
vehicle without actually going to the dealership. I have to say it was quiet the experience a lot of
screen time on my phone and phone calls and emails back and forth. To top it off I was out of
state, but Devon made the process easy. When I asked for numbers, exact out the door price he
provided it expeditiously and always answered my calls. When we finally arrived on a fair price,
I took the journey to Wisconsin and completed the deal at the price that was emailed to me.
Overall I was very impressed and the truck, F Lariat, looked great. I would recommend Lenz
Truck and Devon who was helpful, friendly and courteous. Very nice clean professional
dealership and the staff works very hard to help you find what you need Mike buhler was great
to work with and made sure i got the truck i wanted.. My wife and I worked with Mike Buhler on
the purchase of a F Mike made to whole experience There were no surprises or added items
along the way. We were very satisfied with how we were treated and would not hesitate to
recommend Lenz to others. The best car buying experience I ever had and Zach is the man. I
was looking for a Ford Expedition Lenz by far had better pricing and quality SUV, even
considering the price of shipping. Zach provided the best customer support and quickly
answered all our questions. I bought the Expedition on a Monday and it was dropped off in my
driveway in Pennsylvania that Saturday! I'm happy got my truck yesterday it was a quick
prosses the staff was nice to me and made me feel I was almost instantly contacted back by a
representative named Devon Strebe. I showed up 10 minutes before the showroom floor
formally opened, was greeted at the door by Devon and finished signing papers with financing
in under 25 minutes. The legwork that was completed before i showed up was apparent and
should be recognized as nothing less then phenomenal. If you are interested in a clean cut, best
price available, outstanding customer service and attention to detail Justin in sales and Sean in
service teamed up to making my buying experience top notch. A first I highly recommend Lenz
Trucks. Found a great, clean, and favorably priced car on their website. Dylan was a rock star
sales person I was in and out in 45 mins with financing! Steve Svendsen and Scott Williams
know customer service! My used Frontier purchased in December, had some minor issues after
purchase. All problems were taken care of AND a loaner car provided to me. Everything has
been perfect since them. Thank-you Lenz Truck!! I bought a used Chevy Tahoe from Lenz this
week. Excellent dealer to work with. Very efficient I found the truck on their website. I drove to
the store, took a test drive, was approved for financing, and signed the paperwork all in less
than 90 minutes. Zach was my sales consultant, and he is a straight shooter all the way.
No-haggle pricing, and, so I wouldn't have to make a second trip up there, they delivered the
truck to my house in Wind Lake at no charge. The two fellows that delivered the truck were very
friendly and right on time. We worked with Justin Werdin to purchase our F Platinum and it was
a great experience! Justin was very respectful throughout the whole process and we were in
and out of the dealership in an hour and a half. Everyone else we interacted with at Lenz was
very friendly and accommodating. They have a great selection and affordable Also, the team at
Lenz is professional, knowledgeable and attentive. Cory Garfoot was awesome!! I've purchased
several new vehicles before and the salesman were always I purchased a used Traverse and
love it. Thank you Cory Jami Mikula. Amazing selection of trucks. Worked with Paul Parent and
it was great. The truck had a couple small Great experience! Brian in service did an absolutely
great job of taking care of the issues with my truck and making Very friendly and

knowledgeable. Huge selection of trucks! I worked with Paul Parent and it was great! The truck
had a couple of Bought my last A great experience each time and the entire team are all
professionals from top to bottom. These guys are the best. I will be back They've Got The
Trucks!! Amazing buying experience!! Mike was wonderful. He never pressured us, was
knowledgeable about The most relaxing buying experience we've ever had! Great work Mike!!
Would recommend Mike and Lenz auto to anyone looking to buy. When to Lent truck center you
don't find a truck, it's impossible with all the trucks what they have Just picked up an awesome
F SD, I love it!! Bought my last three trucks from Lenz Trucks, worked I purchased a truck here
at a great price. I flew in from out of state and the process was very Charlotte was great to work
with, ,she had everything ready to go. I was in and out in an hour and on my way back home.
Thank you Lenz auto. I will purchase here again in the future. Best dealership around great
people, service and prices. Wouldn't go anywhere else. They always go This was my 2nd
vehicle purchase. Thanks Skip and everyone at Lenz your the best. We had a great experience
at Lenz, Corey G. No pressure and stress free shopping. Corey was very quick to answer all
questions. We would definitely buy from them again. Found the truck That I had been searching
for. Very happy. Painless buying experience. Huge inventory, overall a good experience. I had
key word, had been vigorously searching for a new truck when I saw an add on TV for your I
was very happy to see there were a couple trucks that I was interested in. I expressed interest
and Corey reached out to me almost immediately arranging a time for me and my wife to come
in for a test drive. I might add that this was late at night after hours. I came down from Waupaca
and Corey was diligent in making sure he and the truck were ready upon my arrival. I greatly
appreciate his straight forward approach and candor, he tells it like it is instead of trying to
sugarcoat anything. I have always preferred this approach and Corey made this transaction
seamless! I will recommend Corey and your dealership to everyone. I have been looking for a
new truck for some time now and have been watching the Lenz website. I decide to narrow my
search by stopping by on a Saturday and doing some test driving. Once there i met Justin
Werdin who did a fantastic job by setting up the trucks i seen on the website. After test driving
and doing my own inspections i finally picked one. Dave Reilly who helped with the finance did
a wonderful job at fine tuning the numbers. I would definitely recommend Lenz to anybody
looking for a vehicle at a very reasonable price and a wonderful place to deal with. Thanks
Justin and Dave. He let We never felt pushed into our decision and they were not pushy with
extended warranties. They decreased the price when issues were found on the vehicle. Would
go to them again if another purchase needed. Devon and Brandon were fantastic today when
my husband and I bought a newer Ford F!!! We would go there again in a heartbeat. My wife and
I just traded in 2 vehicles and purchased a used Jeep from Lenz. It honestly couldn't Paul and
the team we worked with made everything simple and easy. They were all fantastic. I was
looking for a new work truck, and I found exactly what I was looking for at Lenz Auto online I
placed a call and drove up from Madison, Justin helped me. When arrived the truck was pulled
up to the front, clean and ready for a test drive. They had a large selection but I stuck with the
original truck I came to see. Beautiful truck at a fair price. Justin was very easy to work with and
relate to. Very friendly, family guy who wants to put you in the vehicle that makes sense for you.
Dave helped us with financing and was also very helpful. I did not once feel like I was being
pushed into a deal or up-sold into an unnecessary warranty that did not fit my needs. We spoke
about my use for the vehicle, how many miles I would put on it, and molded the warranty to fit
my needs. Highly recommend! I called Lenz and talked to Justin Werdin about the Justin
worked around my schedule as I live an hour away from the Lenz dealership. The Tahoe was
great and Justin made it easy to work through the process of buying a vehicle by not applying
any pressure. I would recommend Justin and the Lenz dealership. We recently purchased a
Yukon XL after extending our car search nation-wide and living out of Devon Strebe was
absolutely wonderful with communication and providing additional pictures and videos. He was
thorough when answering our questions and meeting are needs. He did not pressure us into
buying or make the transaction feel rushed. Highly recommend him on your next vehicle
purchase. Excellent experience with Lenz Truck and Corey Garfoot! The truck I purchased was
competitively When I arrived for a test drive Corey had 3 similar trucks ready for me to test
drive. There was no pressure from Corey and he communicated just enough to take care of me.
Great experience and will definitely go back! Justin was a kind salesman who met all of our
needs without applying any pressure. I would recommend Must say this was by far my best
experience buying a vehicle. The salesman Corey was knowledgeable The entire staff at this
dealership was courteous and helpful during the entire process. Highly recommend Lenz Auto
for your next buying experience. Today was the first time I've been to Lenz. Mike Buhler was
excellent to work with. He made every There was no pressure like there is with other dealers. I
will be back in the future! We found a truck during an internet search that we loved from the

photos. When we called to inquire Mike was so nice and patient with us. We live over 4 hours
away, so we asked a lot of questions before deciding to drive all the way from Illinois. Mike was
wonderful to work with. He answered all of our questions, and was able to secure financing for
us with a great rate over the phone so we knew what deal we were getting before making the
drive. We were just hopeful the truck lived up to the pictures and how he described it. It
honestly surpassed our expectations. And the service when we got there was incredible.
Brandon in the finance department took over and had us out the door in our new truck in no
time. It was truly a low pressure and easy process. We have never had a better truck buying
experience. We would honestly recommend Mike, Brandon and Lenz Truck to anyone! Mike is
amazing. Absolutely the best experience I've had buying a vehicle to date. Aside from buying I
had been searching for a truck for about a year. I was only searching with dealers close to home
I decided to expand my search and am I glad I did. The truck I was looking for came up. Lenz
Truck Center was about miles from home. I inquired about the the truck and Zach soon
answered my inquiry. I had never purchased a vehicle this far from home or the internet. Zach
was very courteous and respectful in answering all my questions. After several emails with
Zach we came to a price on the truck. When we arrived the truck and the price was exactly what
they had presented there was no surprises. I drove the truck and within 2 hours of arrival we
were on our way home with a new truck. Every person we talked to from the receptionist to
Brandon in finance to the young man who changed our license plate were courteous. There is a
definite reason why we returned to Lenz Truck for the 3rd time and that's because these Mike
has been a absolute pleasure to deal with each time assuring that we don't leave until we are
happy. There is something to be said about walking into this business 3 times and having the
relationship consistency other dealers wish they had. Also, thank you Dave for working our
numbers into a great package! Awesome service! Justin went above and beyond to get me what
I wanted. I'm glad we could seal a deal Thank you for everything you did for me. Justin was a
pleasure to work with. He has a pressure free sales pitch that can make anyone He wants you to
go home with a vehicle that you are happy with and will do anything in his power to get you that
vehicle. Great experience buying my truck. Corey knew everything about the make and models I
was interested No tactics or sales techniques, just straightforward and honest. Highly
recommended! Two hours from us, found the vehicle He did a walk around video via text for us
and worked out a price all over the phone. We drove there and only spent about 15 minutes in
his office and we were on our way home with our daughters new car. Great experience and
highly recommend!!! He was an amazing sales men made me feel comfortable with no rushing
decisions and I knew exactly My experience here was amazing and I'd recommend Mike to
anyone that's interested in buying a truck. Justin was incredible to work with, great guy,
excellent follow up without the pressure. Dave handled the financing and got me an incredible
rate. Highly recommend to anyone looking for a vehicle! I am glad that Lenz focuses on trucks
and has lots of inventory to choose from. I didn't want to Mike is the right person to work with
here, he quickly pulled together the estimate for my trade and it was fair. He was able to
expedite the sales process, which I also appreciate. Mike was also very respectful of the current
situation and made sure I was comfortable with truck and the office. I recommend going to Lenz
and looking up Mike if you want to find the right truck at a fair price. Thanks for the follow-up as
well. Great experience working with Zach in sales and Dave in finance. Very prompt response
when working Felt no pressure and was able to work out a deal very quickly. Very satisfied with
trade in amount and price of vehicle purchased. Would highly recommend Lenz Truck.
Absolutely wonderful people! Not pushy yet kept in Will definitely be buying my next vehicle
from them! Had an awesome experience at Lenz. Dylan Schneider was my salesperson. He gave
me a good price on my Which I very happy with. Everyone there was Awesome! They did
everything they could to work with what I had going on. Got me Was every quick and efficient.
Both the guys helping me,Dylan and Dave took there time to answer every question I had and
there were a lot of them I will definitely be a returning customer and would recommend Lenz to
anyone that want a quick easy route to getting into a newer vehicle. Lady's and people at front
counter were extremely nice and professional as well. We worked with Dylan Schneider, he's
very knowledgeable on their trucks. Excellent service, and very We highly recommend Dylan
and Lenz Truck for your next purchase. Had a great experience when going to test drive a car
today. I fell in love with the car and Mike I never have had a good time car hunting before but he
made it very stress free and comfortable. Definitely a fun day! Bryce Bruce Ramos. I don't where
to start to praise this dealership from the first contact they were professional and The truck that
I eventually purchased was fairly priced to start and they evaluated my trade-in for a more than
a fair price. Since I was a long way away and negotiating I wanted to see and drive the truck but
wanted to have the option to to pick it up that day if I liked it. Well, I loved it and it was more
than advertised. Corey worked with me on an allowance for optional running boards and even

provided gas cards to fill the tank. I don't think I have had a more comfortable experience at a
dealership. If you are shopping for a truck make sure you put them on your list. Thanks Again,
Lenz Truck. Great place to get your truck! Corey Garfoot was truly amazing, the word "Helpful"
doesn't even come Dave was great also. Not one staff member was at expectations, everyone
went above and beyond requirements of having a "job," they wanted this to be a great
experience, and it was. Worth the drive from CA, and we'll probably see you when we're ready
for another. Treated me great very friendly staff. Very happy with my gmc hd. Very clean nice
truck. Great experience on my second truck I've bought at Lenz. Quick and efficient. Kudos to
Mike Buhler I'll be back. What a great place to buy a truck! This dealership is like no other. Very
casual and stress free Zach was an absolute pleasure to work with. Very happy with my
decision and I will recommend it to everyone I talk to that's looking for a truck! Thanks again!
Purchased Ford F Platinum from Zach. Immediately responsive and handled entire transaction
by I flew into Wisconsin and drove back to Virginia. They picked me up at the airport, had all
paperwork ready, truck prepared and I was out the door in less than an hour. Their hospitality,
professionalism and dedication made for the best and unique vehicle buying experience I have
ever had. They run like a well oiled machine and provide a family type purchasing experience.
Could not be happier. Gave me a great price for my trade in and the truck i Will be a repeat
customer for my next truck! Thank you to Mike and Co. Mike made it so easy. Not your Nice and
easy, let me do it on my own time and when I was ready, was in and out in a day Couldn't
recommend them more. Great shopping experience! We looked at a couple of trucks last
Sunday. Only because there was a I called to get more info on them and I was directed to Dylan.
He pulled both vehicles in the shop to warm up for us to look at before we got there. He was
very knowledgeable about both trucks and easy to talk with. Dave in the Finance Department
was great to work with as well. He even got us a lower interest rate than what we were quoted!
We left their lot with a new truck and couldn't be happier with our pick! Thank you Dylan and
Dave for all of your help! We will definitely be doing more business with you! I was looking for a
Ford F I found a couple of them just like I wanted at different I am from Oklahoma so I drove to
Kansas City to look at that one because it was closer to me. Wasn't impressed because of the
blemishes it had. Talked to Brad Lenz and he said I would not be disappointed with his truck. I
actually bought the truck from Lenz Truck and had them ship it to me. I am very happy with my
purchase and I would definitely buy from him again! Brad is one that I trust his word on. Dave
and the Finance Department was great to work with as well. We looked at a couple trucks last
Sunday. Only because there was a snow Dave in the Finance Department was a great help as
well. He even got us a lower interest rate then what we were quoted! We left the lot with a new
truck tonight and couldn't be happier with our pick! Paul was great to work with. It was quick
transaction and the truck was exactly like stated. I made They had me in and out in no time.
Would do business here again. One of the most painless truck shopping experiences I ever had.
The truck was exactly as they They had everything ready to go and I was ready to drive away in
20 minutes or less. Corey Garfoot and the rest of the staff was very friendly, respectful and the
prices were very competitive and they have a great selection. Thank you Corey and the rest of
your staff for making this a great experience. If you want a pressure free and relaxed purchasing
experience, Lenz Auto is where you should shop Our salesperson Paul Parent was beyond
helpful in showing us the 5 trucks we asked to see up close, in addition to answering several
email questions. Brandon Schneider handled the finance side and was super easy to talk with in
addition to being friendly and offering options without being pushy or money driven. The best
compliment we can give is this:On the way out of the lot in my new truck, my wife said "We will
buy our next vehicle here. Scott and Sue Zemke. I called to get my vehicle detailed and was
given excellent recommendation by Kaitlyn in the service She asked me a few significant
questions regarding my vehicle and scheduled the detail job. She pleasantly asked me what my
preference was if any regarding a day and time which in itself is a convenience. She scheduled
my appointment. I brought my vehicle in for the detail and I have to say was pleasantly
surprised as to the thoroughness in the detail job. I have many detail jobs over the years and I
have to say that this detail job was by far the best. Needless to say I would recommend Lenz to
anyone who would need a detail job for there vehicle. Thank you Kaitlyn and Lenz. Overall it
was pleasant experience buying the truck there. Took a couple hours to find the right The staff
was very friendly, professional, and helpful. I will do business there again in the future. Brad at
Lenz Truck Center was an absolutely pleasure to do business with. He quickly took the fear Fair
price and excellent support and communication. He got us the best loan option and even
coordinated quick delivery. No pressure to buy test drove 2 trucks and Mike Buhler gave me the
keys to one took it for a test An amazing buying experience all on Christmas eve day. Thanks
Mike best vehicle buying experience I ever had. The people are all friendly, knowledgeable and
helpful The facility is impeccable. I could not be more pleased. We have now purchased two

vehicles through Lenz in Fond du Lac. Both experiences were wonderful The process was quick
and easy, the staff was knowledgeable and friendly no pressure , and we are very happy with
both vehicles. We will definitely be using them again in the future!! Very smooth experience. We
visited the lot and test drove a couple vans to narrow down the makes and Then we asked Brad
Lenz to find us a Honda Odyssey, and in a matter of hours he found our van in Florida. Within a
couple weeks, the van arrived in WI, clean and ready for the road. Brad isn't a pushy salesman,
but one who listened to the perks and specs we wanted in a vehicle. We got to see the
paperwork on the vehicle the listing from the previous dealer and the CarFax before we ever
committed to buying it and when we saw it in person, it exceeded our expectations. Everything
he knew about the vehicle he shared with us via documentation, and we felt secure about the
transaction. Dave also assisted with the paperwork and dealt with us in a professional, friendly
manner. Thanks, guys! I had a really nice buying experience. It was quick and easy. Dylan and
Brandon upfront on the sales Jim, Brian, and Doyle back in service did an excellent job and had
good communication skills and made sure my new truck was ready to hit the road when I came
to pick it up! Fantastic experience given to us from our salesman Corey Lenz Trucks went
above and beyond what Class "a" service, love my new truck. Highly recommend if
2000 kia rio
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in the market for a truck. Mike Bitter. We came to Lenz as we needed to repkace our truck. They
listened to our needs and gave us What I was impressed with was the help we were given and
the way each person we interacted with was able to give us suggestions based on our needs
and affordability. Great experience. Mike great I highly recommend Lenz if you are looking for a
great used truck. Fast, Efficient and Knowledgeable! We are from way out of town and so
everything was done via phone All pics viewed on line were exactly the same upon seeing it in
person. They went over all the bells and whistles of the truck and how to use the programs
which helped greatly. A very kind , helpful and appreciative dealership. We will buy from Lenz
Auto again, even if it IS an 8 hour round trip to get it! Thank you Dylan and Brandon! We love
our Yukon! Lenz Truck - Minocqua, WI Quick View. At Lenz Truck Center All tax, title and vehicle
registration fees are additional. See dealer for complete details.

